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I am honored and respectfully accept the nomination to be considered a candidate for the OFN 
Board. I am excited to lend my expertise and most importantly, my full dedication as a board 
member. I will listen to all of you to ensure OFN continues to provide the support we all in need 
to be successful and collectively acquire the resources our communities need. 
 
What I bring to the board:  

 
A Midwest regional perspective: Through my work with Latino and other immigrant 
communities in the Minneapolis/Saint Paul metro area as well as rural communities and 
small towns throughout greater Minnesota. I also have agriculture lending experience 
through our first-time farmers program, which assists Latino, Hmong and East African 
farmers. 
 
Strong legislative experience: I successfully lobbied state government and local 
municipalities to address several racial equity issues in the areas of Economic 
Development and Education. Efforts with CDFI colleagues have led to the creation of 
funds and programs that have benefited our clients and our CDFI ecosystem, accounting 
for over $100 million in community and small business investments. 

 
Small CDFI experience: I know what it’s like to wear many hats, I am a working 
Executive Director who understands having to take on several roles at any given time. 
I’ve also witnessed the increased demand for services and the need to grow sustainably 
to attempt to meet the demand. It’s what you have to do as a small CDFI. 

 
Who I am: 
 

I am a young leader in the CDFI sector, but have been doing economic development 
work in our communities for most of my professional career. This is the type of 
perspective and experience that will be fundamental on the OFN board as we consider 
uplifting new and young leadership. I am the proud son of immigrants who learned first-
hand the immigrant entrepreneurship spirit. I lived through the social inequities and 
barriers my parents faced. These struggles haven’t changed much among BIPOC and 
immigrant communities. My life experience prepared me to become the leader I am 
now. I see every client as a reflection of my parents, and I treat them as such. All of you 
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are working diligently in supporting similar clients and I want to be able to support your 
efforts by representing your experiences, and mine ,on the board. 

 
I am inspired by the tenacity of our smaller CDFI’s and the impact we’re having 
addressing the needs of communities with limited resources. I believe that we can do 
more to support our CDFI’s, regardless of size, and support their efforts towards 
sustainable growth. My leadership style is horizontal; I am driven to grow leadership 
across all institutions I am a part of and want to make sure that as an OFN board 
member we are supporting and uplifting the leadership of all our members and those 
around them in their respective geographies and markets. 

 
I look forward to meeting you all, but in the meantime, I am happy to answer any 
questions. I can be reached at henry@ledcmn.org or 702.808.7844. 

 
Thank you for your time, and considering me for your vote. I look forward to the 
privilege of representing you on the OFN Board. 

 
 


